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Hingham Town Council (HTC)

Excess speeding through Hingham.

Background
Hingham sits on the very busy East-West B1108 Norwich to Watton route, which is intersected in the town
centre by the North-South Dereham to Attleborough roads. The B1108 and both Dereham and
Attleborough Roads are subject to the National Speed Limit (60mph) on the approaches to Hingham.
Approaching from Watton (west) direction this reduces to a 40mph zone on the B1108 before reducing to
a 30mph zone near the start of the residential area. The approach from Norwich (east) reduces to a 30mph
before the industrial and residential areas commence. Both Dereham and Attleborough Roads change to a
30mph shortly before the commencement of far shorter residential areas compared to the B1108. All four
roads reduce further to a 20mph zone in the centre of Hingham.
It is an accepted view by HTC and the community in general that excess speeding by vehicles through
Hingham has become a concerning trend and this has been highlighted with evidence by the Higham Road
Safety Group who provided a report to HTC in 2020. In 2021 a request by the Local Policing team asking the
community to decide what the local policing priorities should be, resulted overwhelmingly in excess
speeding being chosen over other tasks. It is also a subject that is regularly brought to the attention of
Councillors by residents. The fear is that if left unchecked, because of the poor pedestrian routes through
Hingham and the lack of controlled pedestrian crossings or zebra crossings, the safety of pedestrians as
well as motorists who are abiding by speed limits is being endangered and this poor behaviour by drivers is
becoming the norm. Speeding is also blighting the community because the B1108 is used by a large
number of Heavy Goods Vehicles who are also regularly to be seen breaking the speed limits and when
they do because they are often tipper trucks carrying building spoil from sites at Norwich and Hethersett or
returning empty, they are extremely noisy when passing through the town. During a one period whilst
preparing this report, 16 tipper trucks from just one company passed through the town in a single hour.
Having acknowledged the problem, the local police team from Wymondham try to deploy hand held speed
cameras in the 30mph zones when their duties allow, however it has to be accepted this infrequent and is
not a cost effective way of resolving the problem. An officer wearing a fluorescent uniform with a marked
police vehicle parked nearby, is extremely visible to speeders and has the immediate effect of deterrence
for the short period they are present but only in the section of road they are deployed. Once the officer
has departed, the speeding issue returns almost immediately. It is also unfortunate that the 20mph zone
in the town centre is not able to be subjected to police radar deployment because of Norfolk Constabulary
policies.
Hingham does have a Community Speed Watch team of residents who are trained and supported by police
however not only do the same pros and cons as the police team deployment apply, but in addition they
have no legal powers to stop or prosecute drivers and any speeding vehicle noted by them are only sent
warning letters by police at a later date.
Current speed mitigation and signs
1. B1108 Norwich Road to Market Place
There are 30mph signs at the commencement of the town however they are located round a blind bend
and without any advanced warning. One of the signs has the ‘HINGHAM’ town name however this is
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invisible due to hedgerow growth. Therefore it is not an obvious gateway or entry point to the town (see
images below).

Along the whole length of Norwich Road, nearly all of the cats eyes are broken, damaged or missing (see
image above).
The location of the signs results in drivers legitimately doing up to 60mph until reaching the signs and only
then commencing to slow down on the straight section past the industrial estate and The Hops. This results
in many vehicles still exceeding the 30 mph limit some considerable distance into the town. There is an
electronic sign on the straight section that flashes to vehicles over 30mph however observations show that
the majority of vehicles activate this sign (see image below).
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Vehicles, especially heavy goods are often seen to have to brake at the point past The Hops where the road
narrows due to hedgerow growth on the nearside. This point unfortunately is also where the uncontrolled
pedestrian crossing point is located, which makes any pedestrian feel extremely unsafe at this point (see
image below).

In addition, pedestrians trying to exit Bears Lane are blind to traffic and vice versa at this point and without
a pavement, the speed of vehicles at this point causes even greater concern (see image below).
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Immediately after this point the B1108 becomes Norwich Street. Travelling still towards the town centre,
traffic passes the Fire Station entrance/exit whose ‘Keep Clear’ sign has faded away (see image below).

Within a few yards after the busy entrance to the Co-op store is a bus stop which also has a faded tarmac
sign see image below).
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Almost immediately after the bus stop is a virtually non-existent SLOW sign on the road surface, which is
important as it is the advance warning to the approaching 20mph and a narrow blind right hand bend (see
image below).

Next reached is the 20mph signs one of which is partially hidden by a tree. In addition the 20mph road
surface sign is no longer readable (see images below).
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At this point the white lines in the road
centre that are faded in many places
disappear completely (see image left).
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Considering two large vehicles cannot physically pass on this point, there is a lack of warning signs to this
fact. The lack of white lines continues through the centre of the town in Market Place. An uncontrolled
pedestrian crossing point at this point also has faded white line markings (see images below).

In the town centre a 20mph sign facing east and ‘Road Narrows’ signs facing west are damaged and faded
and therefore ineffective (see images below).
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The only safety measure in the Market Place
separating vehicles from pedestrians are
white roadside lines, which have almost
disappeared (see images left and below).

2. B1108 Watton Road to Fairland
For traffic approaching Hingham from the west, 60mph changes to a 40mph zone approximately half a mile
before reaching the residential area. Whilst there are clear 40mph commencement signs there are only a
few smaller repeater signs in the half mile and observations show traffic rarely slows to 40mph along this
open section.
The road changes to a signed 30mph zone at the point of the first town residences and adjacent to the
town sports field. There is a single ‘Hingham – please drive carefully’ sign and a clear 30mph surface
painted sign. However a short distance from this is an electronic warning sign that observations showed is
illuminated to a large proportion of approaching traffic, indicating excess speeding is regularly occurring
(see image below).
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Bus stops at this point on both sides of the carriageway have no road surface markings.
A ‘Playground’ warning sign on the opposite side facing east is obscured by tree growth (see image below).
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At the entry to Fairland and
approaching the crossroads with the
Dereham and Attleborough roads, the
road becomes a 20mph zone with clear
signs and a road surface sign that has
begun to wear away (see image left)

At Fairland, the side road joining the busy B1108 Watton Road from Dereham Road has a ‘Give Way’ road
surface sign but no ‘Give Way’ post sign (see image below).

There no white lines in the road centre of the B1108 through The Fairland (see image below).
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At the junction with Dereham Road and Attleborough Road, the B1108 has an electronic speed sign for the
20mph zone and observations again found that a large majority of vehicles activated the sign indicating
excess speed approaching what is considered to be the most dangerous junction in Hingham as well as a
blind bend and the town centre. Another electronic sign is on the reverse of the sign facing traffic
approaching in the opposite direction and this also is frequently activated. This is more significant as by the
time motorists have arrived at this point they have already travelled through the largest proportion of the
20mph town centre. (see images below).

Continuing east, after the junction there is a coloured section of tarmac that originally had a ‘SLOW’ road
surface sign that has now worn away and is illegible. This sign is significant as it warns of the dangerous
blind bend into the Market Place and often vehicles, especially large ones appear around this bend in the
road centre such as the double decker bus see in the image below.
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There is supposed to be double yellow parking restriction lines along the section (called Church Street)
around this bend but again these have faded to become illegible in places. A small 20mph repeater sign on
the bend exit into the Market Place is obscured by a tree, as is its reverse side. This image also
demonstrates the fact that the vast majority of motorists parking in the Market Place have to reverse out
back on to the busy B1108 making the 20mph speed limit even more important (see images below).
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3. Dereham Road into Hingham (Unclassified C)
The reduction from a 60mph to 30mph is indicated by signs at the commencement of the residential area.
Whilst the speed signs appear clear, the single ‘HINGHAM’ town sign affixed to one of the posts is almost
illegible due to hedgerow growth and thus provides an ineffective entry point to the community for
motorists (see image below).
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The give way road markings at the junction from Bell Meadow are damaged by potholes but it appears that
NCC Highways have pre-marked the holes in advance of a repair and hopefully a repaint. This does
demonstrate that NCC do undertake some minor highway maintenance where needed (see image below).

NCC have also recently redressed the surface of the majority of Hardingham Street outside the primary
school and it is assumed appropriate school markings on the road surface will be reinstated soon.
Dereham Road quickly becomes a 20mph prior to The Fairland but traffic speed here appears on
observation to be mostly in compliance due to parked vehicles cutting visibility and restricting the road to a
single vehicle width. However the 20mph signs are ineffective as one is facing 90 degrees from the road
direction and the other is obstructed by vegetation (see image below).
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4. Attleborough Road into Hingham (Unclassified C)
After passing Hingham Cemetery, this road reduces initially to a 30mph zone and then on a bend just short
of the junction with the B1108 Watton Road reduces again to a 20mph. The short distance of the 20mph
stretch leading to a compulsory ‘STOP’ line due to the lack of visibility to the right is significant as
observation shows that many vehicles are still doing 30mph or more at this point. Again, speed restriction
signs along here are obstructed by vegetation (see image below).
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On exiting the town in the direction of Attleborough
there is a dangerous left hand bend approaching the
Cemetery. A sign warning of the bend and the
possibility of horse riders around the bend is
completely hidden by vegetation (see image left). It
should be noted that a horse was killed and its rider
injured on this same road at Great Ellingham in
October 2020.

5. Hardingham Road into Hingham (Unclassified C)
This road changes from a 60mph to a 30mph at the start of the residential area. Hardingham Road
becomes Hardingham Street and contains the town’s Primary School. There is a weight/vehicle size
restriction along the road after the junction with Ringers Lane. However the nearside signs are obstructed
by vegetation and both the reverse de-restriction sign is faded so that from a distance they appear to be
possibly a ‘National Speed Limit’ sign when in fact the 30mph still applies (see images below).
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Suggestions for Improvement
Based on the observations detailed above, the following are suggestions that are considered would
improve driver and pedestrian safety and reduce excess speeding in Hingham.
1. B1108 Norwich Road – One hundred yard countdown markers in advance of the 30mph would
prepare drivers for what is around the bend.
2. B1108 Norwich Road – Rumble strips or surface painted markings in advance of the 30mph.
3. B1108 Norwich Road – vegetation clearance from Hingham sign and an improved ‘Gateway’ town
sign indicating the community welcome careful drivers.
4. A better ‘Gateway’ type of entrance to indicate drivers are entering a residential community. The
design of this does not need specifically to be a roadside wooden gate as alternatives including
planters could be considered.
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5. B1108 Norwich Road – cats eyes require replacing
6. B1108 – Installation of a fixed speed camera as a more effective solution to ensure compliance of
30mph.
7. B1108 Norwich Road - Small repeater signs required.
8. B1108 Norwich Road – 30mph road surface markings required (consider yellow or red rather than
white to be more impactive).
9. B1108 Norwich Road – electronic warning sign showing actual speed to drivers.
10. B1108 Norwich Road junction Bears Lane – Cut back vegetation and utilise Slow signage with
warning of Pedestrians.
11. B1108 Norwich Street – repaint Fire Station Keep Clear signs on road surface.
12. B1108 Norwich Street – bus stop sign on road surface to be repainted.
13. B1108 Norwich Street – SLOW sign on road surface to be repainted.
14. B1108 Norwich Street – white lines to be repainted.
15. B1108 Norwich Street – 20mph signs to be cleared of vegetation
16. B1108 Norwich Street 20mph road surface sign to be repainted (consider alternative colour to
white)
17. B1108 Market Place – white road surface markings indicating uncontrolled pedestrian crossing to
be repainted.
18. B1108 Market Place – white lines and road edge markings to be repainted with parking areas
clearly delineated.
19. B1108 Market Place – 20mph signs to be repaired
20. B1108 Market Place – Road Narrows sign to be replaced
21. B1108 Market Place – use of planters to increase driver awareness of community pride.
22. B1108 Watton Road – Consider installation of fixed speed camera in 40mph.
23. B1108 Watton Road – installation of fixed speed camera in 30mph.
24. B1108 Watton Road – Improve ‘Gateway’ entrance to Hingham as per Norwich Road. The existing
town sign needs clearing of vegetation.
25. B1108 Watton Road – install additional 40mph repeater signs.
26. B1108 Watton Road – paint new 30mph and 40mph road surface signs.
27. B1108 Watton Road – clear vegetation from Playground warning sign.
28. B1108 The Fairland – repaint 20mph road surface sign.
29. Side road on The Fairland at junction with B1108 – install a Give Way post sign.
30. B1108 The Fairland – repaint central white lines.
31. B1108 The Fairland – change electronic warning signs for actual speed indicators.
32. B1108 Church Street – renew painting of yellow parking restriction lines.
33. B1108 Church Street – clear vegetation from 20mph repeater sign.
34. Dereham Road – clear vegetation from Higham town sign and consider an appropriate ‘Gateway’
entrance to match that of the B1108 and give a sense of entering a community.
35. Dereham Road / The Fairland – turn 20mpg sign to correct alignment
36. Dereham Road / The Fairland - clear vegetation from 20mph sign.
37. Attleborough Road – clear vegetation from 20mph sign.
38. Attleborough Road – clear vegetation from 30mph sign.
39. Attleborough Road – clear vegetation from Bend and Horse Rider warning signs.
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40. Attleborough Road – consider extending 20mph zone to slow traffic earlier prior to crossroads with
B1108.
41. Attleborough Road – install similar community gateway to B1108 and Dereham Road.
42. Hardingham Road – install similar community gateway to B1108 etc.
43. Hardingham Road – clear vegetation from weight/size of vehicle sign.
44. Hardingham Road – renew faded weight/size de-restriction signs.
The author believes that there are reasonable and proportionate measures that could be instigated by
Norfolk County Council, the responsible Highway Authority as well as HTC to reduce the problem of excess
speeding, improve road and pedestrian safety and improve the community pride in Hingham. These
measures also include some very simple maintenance required of existing speed mitigation, which appears
to be lacking greatly in Hingham. This report is mainly concerned with measures and repairs that are likely
to reduce excess speeding and it is not the intention of the author to discuss additional measures regarding
safe pedestrian crossing and pavement improvements as those are considered to be a separate subject.
It should be noted that simple 30mph signs in red, white and black are not as impactive as those on a
yellow background as can be seen in the examples at the end of this report.
The author has had experience of effective speed reduction measures during a full career as a police officer
and strongly believes that ultimately the installation of fixed speeding cameras on the B1108 are the most
effective and proportionate method of ensuring driver compliance.
Finally the following are images of differing types of approach signage to communities that might be
beneficial in reducing excess speeding in Hingham and has been described above.
Stephen Thompson, Councillor HTC.
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